Terrestrial mobile laser scanning systems provide rapid and cost effective 3D point cloud data which can be used for extracting features such as the road edge along a route corridor. This information can assist road authorities in carrying out safety risk assessment studies along road networks. The knowledge of the road edge is also a prerequisite for the automatic estimation of most other road features. In this paper, we present an algorithm which has been developed for extracting left and right road edges from terrestrial mobile LiDAR data. The algorithm is based on a novel combination of two modified versions of the parametric active contour or snake model. The parameters involved in the algorithm are selected empirically and are fixed for all the road sections. We have developed a novel way of initialising the snake model based on the navigation information obtained from the mobile mapping vehicle. We tested our algorithm on different types of road sections representing rural, urban and national primary road sections. The successful extraction of road edges from these multiple road section environments validates our algorithm. These findings and knowledge provide valuable insights as well as a prototype road edge extraction toolset, for both national road authorities and survey companies. Ó
Introduction
Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) is a relatively recent technology, enabling 3D surveying of real world environments by measuring the time of return of emitted light pulses. Laser scanning systems make use of this technology to acquire accurately georeferenced sets of dense 3D LiDAR point cloud data. They provide several benefits over conventional sources of data acquisition in terms of accuracy, resolution, attributes and automation. The information obtained through laser scanning systems have applications ranging from monitoring urban development to evaluating natural environments (Darnel, 2012) .
Laser scanning systems are used to acquire LiDAR data from aerial and terrestrial platforms. The data acquired from these systems differs in terms of its intrinsic accuracy and resolution for a variety of reasons but primarily due to the distance of the scanner to the target objects (Rutzinger et al., 2009) . In recent years, the use of laser scanners onboard terrestrial based moving vehicles has led to an increase in the collection of high quality 3D data. The applicability of these terrestrial Mobile Mapping Systems (MMSs) continue to prove their worth in route corridor, urban and utility mapping due to the rapid, continuous and cost effective 3D data acquisition capability compared with static terrestrial laser scanning systems (Haala et al., 2008; Barber et al., 2008) .
The concept of terrestrial MMS dates back to 1990s and since then has been primarily driven by the advances in kinematic positioning, imaging, laser scanning, data fusion and spatial information technologies. Mobile mapping refers to a means of collecting geospatial data using mapping and navigation sensors that are mounted rigidly onboard a mobile platform (Tao and Li, 2007) . Mapping sensors can consist of imaging and laser scanning system while the navigation system is based on integrated Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and Inertial Navigation System (INS). In their initial development phase, terrestrial MMSs were developed based on GNSS/INS integration and digital cameras. Later, several MMSs integrated with laser scanners were reported over subsequent years. The development of various terrestrial MMSs has been thoroughly reviewed in Ellum and El-Sheimy (2002) and Barber et al. (2008) . Over the last 20 years, terrestrial MMSs have slowly developed from research projects in the academic sector to becoming commercially viable activities (Petrie, 2010) . There are a number of companies which provide rapid and cost effective capturing of 3D LiDAR data for larger areas. According to a market research study conducted by ARC advisory group, the 3D laser scanning market is expected to double in size from 2010 to 2015 (Rio, 2011) .
Terrestrial MMSs present a reliable and rapid tool for capturing 3D spatially referenced information about road infrastructure and surrounding route corridor environment. This information can assist road authorities in effective management of road networks and to ensure maximum safe driving condition for road users. The volume of data produced by a terrestrial mobile laser scanning system such as the Riegl VQ-250 is large, generating 300,000 points per second resulting in approximately 20 GB of data per hour. Manual processing of such data is time consuming and has led to the development of automated algorithms. To estimate road geometry and physical road objects along the route corridor, road edges are needed to be correctly identified and extracted. The road edge is a fundamental feature and its efficient extraction is a topic which has not been extensively explored by the research community. In this paper we present an algorithm which has been developed for extracting road edges in multiple road environments from terrestrial mobile LiDAR data. The algorithm is based on the novel combination of two modified versions of the parametric active contour or snake model that, in turn, provides a more precise extraction of the road edges. In Section 2, we review various methods developed for extracting the road and its boundaries from Li-DAR data. In Section 3, we discuss the parametric active contour models and investigate associated methods that have been developed for segmentation from LiDAR data. Following the review, we list the research limitations in current approaches which are addressed in our research work. In Section 4, we provide a step wise description of our road edge extraction algorithm. In Section 5, we describe the process for validating the extracted road edges. We test our road edge extraction algorithm on different types of road sections in Section 6. In Section 7, we validate and discuss the road edge extraction test results. Finally, we draw a number of conclusions in Section 8.
Previous work on road extraction
The use of LiDAR technology for mapping route corridors provides accurate and dense 3D point cloud data which can be used for reliable and precise extraction of road features. The methods developed for segmenting LiDAR data are mostly based on the identification of planar or smooth surfaces and the classification of point cloud data based on its attributes (Vosselman, 2009) . Based on these methods, several attempts have been made to extract the road and associated features from LiDAR data. Clode et al. (2004) segmented airborne LiDAR point cloud data into road and non-road objects using a hierarchical classification technique based on elevation and intensity information. The accuracy of their road segmentation approach was reduced due to the presence of car parks and private roads in their survey area. Goulette et al. (2006) presented a method for segmenting road, trees and facades from terrestrial mobile LiDAR data. The road was segmented as horizontal plane with high density of points in the histogram and then the segmented information was used to compute road width and curvature. The trees and facades were identified as vertical planes and disconnected elements in the histogram. Yuan et al. (2008) proposed an algorithm for extracting road surface from terrestrial LiDAR data. The algorithm used a fuzzy clustering method to cluster LiDAR points. Straight lines were then fitted to the linearly clustered data using slope information for extracting the road surface area. Elberink and Vosselman (2009) developed an automated method for 3D modelling of highway infrastructure using airborne LiDAR and 2D topographic map data. The road polygons were extracted from the topographic map data using a map based seed-growing algorithm combined with a Hough transformation. The LiDAR points were added to the corresponding road polygons using a LiDAR based seed-growing algorithm. Subsequently, 3D reconstruction was achieved by assigning the LiDAR elevation values to the map polygons. Lam et al. (2010) extracted roads from terrestrial mobile LiDAR data by fitting RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) planes to small sections and then interconnected these fitted planes using Kalman filtering. The extracted road information was further used to segment urban objects such as lamp posts, power line posts and power lines based on dimensional constraint and fitting RANSAC lines to 3D points.
Few research attempts have been focused on precisely extracting the road edges. Jaakkola et al. (2008) developed a method for classifying kerbstones, road surface model and road markings from terrestrial mobile LiDAR data. The kerbstones were delineated by filtering the gradient image of height attribute to find the pixels which were neither horizontal nor vertical. The extracted kerbstone information was used to estimate the points that belong to the road surface area. These points were used to create a triangulated irregular network and then it was shaped into smooth surface by applying slope and edge length constraints. The road markings were extracted by first normalising the intensity attribute and then applying threshold approach. Yoon et al. (2009) presented an approach for evaluating the terrain surface for autonomous vehicles in an urban environment from LiDAR point cloud data. They calculated the slope and standard deviation from LiDAR points and used these values to estimate the edges of the road. Vosselman and Liang (2009) developed a method for detecting kerbstones from airborne LiDAR data. The approach was based on the detection of small height jumps caused by the kerbstones in the LiDAR point cloud data. However, their extraction accuracy was affected by parked cars occluding the kerbstones. Smadja et al. (2010) developed an algorithm for extracting roads from LiDAR data based on the detection of slope break points coupled with the RANSAC algorithm. The extracted road boundaries were further processed to compute road curvature and road width information. Zhang (2010) proposed a method for detecting road edges in an urban environment using terrestrial LiDAR data. In their method, road edge points were identified based on elevation information. The identified 3D road edge points were then projected on a ground plane to estimate the road kerbs. McElhinney et al. (2010) developed an algorithm for extracting road edges from terrestrial mobile LiDAR data. In the first stage of their algorithm, a set of lines were fitted to the road cross sections based on the navigation data and then LiDAR points within the vicinity of the lines were determined. In the second stage, these points were analysed based on information such as the slope, intensity, pulse width and proximity to vehicle information in order to extract the road edges. Ibrahim and Lichti (2012) developed an approach to extract street kerb and its surface from terrestrial mobile LiDAR point cloud data. In their approach, the point cloud data was segmented into ground and non-ground based on varying point density with respect to the distance from mobile vehicle's trajectory. The segmented ground data was further refined by analysing the morphological characteristics of the neighbourhood of each point in the segment. The kerb edges were finally extracted from the refined ground segment by applying the derivative of the Gaussian function to 3D points.
The majority of these road extraction methods attempt to delineate roads by distinguishing them from non-road objects but do not make attempt to extract the road edges. Approaches which have been developed for extracting road edges to date fail to provide an efficient and robust solution. Most of these approaches have been developed for urban road environments where algorithms rely on the existence of a sufficient height or slope difference between the road and kerb points for detecting road edges. Little or no research has been carried out to extract rural roads, where the non-road surface comprises grass-soil and the edges are not as easily defined by slope changes alone. The intensity and pulse width attributes from LiDAR data can be a useful source of information for extracting these road edges. Their use in urban and rural road sections has yet to be thoroughly explored. In the next section, we describe parametric active contour models and review approaches based on them that has been developed for extracting features from LiDAR data.
Parametric active contour models
Parametric active contour or snake models are robust segmentation approach which make efficient use of specific information available about objects in the input data rather than processing all the data (Blake and Isard, 1998) . Their concept was first introduced by Kass et al. (1988) in which the snake is represented explicitly as a controlled spline curve and is implemented based on computed energy. The snake curve is defined within a 2D image domain that moves towards a desired object boundary under the influence of an internal energy within the curve itself and an external energy derived from the image data.
The snake is defined parametrically in the x, y plane of an image as vðsÞ ¼ ½xðsÞ; yðsÞ; ð1Þ where v(s) represents the snake curve, s is its normalised arc length and x(s), y(s) are coordinates along the snake curve. The curve v(s) is represented by a set of control points v 0 , v 1 , . . ., v mÀ1 and is linearly obtained by joining each control point (Kumar, 2012) . The snake's energy function, E snake , constituting the internal and external energy terms is described as
The internal energy, E int controls the snake curve's elasticity and stiffness properties which can be written as
where a(s) and b(s) are weight parameters. The a weight parameter controls elasticity while the b weight parameter controls stiffness in the snake curve. The external energy, E ext , is estimated from the gradient image of object boundaries that attracts the snake curve toward it. The image gradient based external energy is described as
where j is a weight parameter and Of is the gradient image of object boundaries, f. The snake's energy function is discretised and solved iteratively (Xu and Prince, 1998) . The c weight parameter is used to control the snake curve step size in one iteration which can be written as
where l is a regularisation parameter which controls the impact of any noise present in the image, dt is a time step for each iteration and dx, dy represents space between image points (Xu and Prince, 1998 ). An increased noise in the image will require a higher value for l. The energy of the snake is minimised by maintaining a state balance between the internal and external energy terms. When the snake's energy function reaches a minimum, it converges to the object boundary . The traditional parametric active contour model is associated with two limitations in object boundary estimation (Xu and Prince, 1998) . First, the snake curve must be initialised close to a desirable object boundary or else it won't converge to the object boundary. Second, the snake curve fails to detect concave boundaries. Several method have been proposed to overcome these limitations. Cohen (1991) proposed a balloon concept in the parametric active contour model in which an additional energy is added to the external energy term which pushes a snake curve towards an object boundary. The balloon energy acts in the normal direction to a point on the curve which makes the behaviour of the snake curve more dynamic. The balloon energy can be described as
where j 1 is the weight parameter for the balloon energy and n(s) is the unit vector normal to the snake curve at point v(s). The balloon model overcomes the snake curve initialisation drawback but does not provide a solution for the concave boundary convergence problem. Xu et al. (1997) introduced a Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) external energy in the parametric active contour model in an attempt to detect the concave boundaries. It is computed as a diffusion of the gradient vectors of the object boundaries which attracts the snake curve toward the object boundaries . The GVF energy is described as
where V(x, y) = (u(x, y), w(x, y)) is the energy field and u, w are its vector components in the x, y plane of an image. When Of is small or negligible, the energy function is dominated by the first term which is a sum of the squares of partial derivatives of the vector components. When Of is large, the second term dominates and minimises the energy function, when V = Of. It results in a smoothly varying energy being produced over a homogeneous image region while not affecting the gradient energy along the object boundary. The diffused energy allows the snake curve to detect the concave boundaries and helps increase the movement range of the snake curve. The GVF model can overcome both the limitations in the traditional parametric active contour model, however, its ability to overcome the snake initialisation problem is limited in the case where there is a relatively large distance between the initial snake and the object boundaries. Several methods based on snake curves have been developed for extracting road and building objects from LiDAR data. Goepfert and Rottensteiner (2009) applied a snake model to extract the road network for integrating and matching, digital landscape model derived from 2D vector data and digital terrain model generated from airborne LiDAR data. In their approach, the snake curve was initialised near the road feature using existing vector data, stored as a polyline, while the external energy terms were derived from intensity, elevation and surface roughness based on images generated from the LiDAR data. Kabolizade et al. (2010) proposed an improved snake model for extracting buildings from aerial images and LiDAR data. The initial estimation of building edges was carried out by applying a threshold to the normalised digital surface model. The snake model was implemented by deriving the external energy terms based on intensity and altitude variances of the snake curve points with their neighbourhood points. Boyko and Funkhouser (2011) described a method for extracting roads from a large scale 3D point cloud data merged from aerial and terrestrial laser scanning of an urban environment. An initial approximation of the road network in the point cloud data was made using 2D map and then the road network was divided into independent patches to make the process computationally efficient. In each patch, an active contour model was applied by estimating the elevation based attractor function as an external energy of the snake curve to find the kerbs in the urban road sections.
Snake curves present a useful approach for extracting objects from LiDAR data. The development of an automated method for initialising the snake curves will overcome the requirement of manual intervention or a priori information for their initialisation. There is a need to develop a more robust approach for determining object boundaries based image gradient values which are used to estimate external energy term. LiDAR data provides elevation, intensity and pulse width information. Further investigation of these attributes is required in order to derive the external energy terms. In the next section, we describe our road edge extraction algorithm which attempts to address the limitations in the current approaches.
Algorithm
Our algorithm is based on the novel combination of GVF and balloon parametric active contour models, to extract road edges from terrestrial mobile LiDAR data. We use the LiDAR elevation, reflectance and pulse width attributes in the algorithm which are converted into 2D raster surfaces to reduce computational expense. For example, one of a 30 Â 10 Â 5 m section of LiDAR data consists of 92,737 points, thus an iterative estimation of the GVF external energy for each point attribute would be computationally expensive. We use the reflectance attribute which is a representation of the normalised intensity values with respect to standard reflector targets (Rieger et al., 2010) . We input n number of 30 Â 10 Â 5 m LiDAR and n number of 10 m navigation data sections in the algorithm. The dimensions of input data sections were selected based on empirical tests as they impact the process efficiency in terms of computational cost. The selection of 30 m width ensured the inclusion of road in the data while 5 m elevation was useful in order to remove the impact of vertical objects such as tress, road signs, light poles along the route corridor on the raster surface interpolation. In order to find the optimal length, we analysed three test cases in which a temporal performance of our algorithm was assessed in a road section with 10 m, 20 m and 30 m length (Kumar, 2012) . In the 10 m, 20 m and 30 m cases, the snake curve required around 623,1570 and 3191 s respectively to converge to the road edges. This analysis was performed on a computer with two Intel Xeon E5607 processors @2.27 GHz, 12 GB RAM and a 64-bit operating system. For example, to process a 60 m section of road with 30 Â 10 Â 5 m would require approximately 3738 s, with 30 Â 20 Â 5 m would require 4710 s and with 30 Â 30 Â 5 m would require 6382 s, without overlap. Thus, on the basis of computational cost, we chose 10 m as an optimal length of the road section to which our road edge extraction algorithm can be applied efficiently. The input data sections were selected with an overlap of 2 m between them which allows us to batch process consecutive and overlapped road sections as required in the algorithm. A work flow of the road edge extraction algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . In the following sections, we describe the various processing steps involved in our algorithm.
Terrain pyramids generation
LiDAR data can be affected by high frequency noise due to a lower vertical accuracy of points relative to their horizontal sampling distance (Crawford, 2009) . In terrestrial mobile laser scanning system, the scanner position, operating speed, configuration and scanner distance can also effect the horizontal sampling distance. Our mobile mapping research group at National University of Ireland Maynooth (NUIM) is involved in the process of finding the effect, that these factors have on the acquired point density Fig. 1 . Road edge extraction algorithm. Cahalane et al., 2011) . LiDAR data can also suffer from unusual intensity and pulse width values. This high frequency noise present in LiDAR data can lead to the generation of noisy raster surfaces. We minimise the effect of this noise through a point thinning process (Crawford, 2009) . Point thinning generates multi resolution terrain pyramid by reducing the number of LiDAR points required to represent a terrain model in each pyramid level (ESRI, 2010) . In Step 1 of our algorithm, we generate multi resolution terrain pyramids from the LiDAR attributes where the original full resolution corresponds to the highest resolution terrain model, the first level corresponds to the second-highest resolution terrain model and the last level corresponds to the lowest resolution terrain model for each attribute.
2D raster surfaces generation
In Step 2 of our algorithm, we generate 2D elevation, reflectance and pulse width raster surfaces from the first level terrain pyramids using natural neighbourhood interpolation (Crawford, 2009 ). The first level terrain pyramid is found to be useful for generating the smooth raster surface, as it minimises the noise effect without affecting much of the object details and accuracy. The cell size, c parameter required to generate the raster surfaces is selected empirically.
We generate a slope raster surface from the elevation surface. The slope values are estimated as the rate of change in elevation of the raster cells to its neighbours (ESRI, 2010) . A plane is fitted to the z elevation values of a 3 Â 3 neighbourhood around each raster cell and then its slope value is calculated as the rate of change of z-values in the horizontal x and the vertical y direction, which can be described as arctan ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi dz dx
The slope, reflectance and pulse width raster surface values are normalised with respect to their global minimum and maximum values, and converted to an 8-bit data type. This allows for a two-way transformation between the 8-bit values and their original LiDAR values for all road sections. This in turn will allow for the use of a single threshold value for all road sections. Examples of the slope, reflectance and pulse width raster surfaces generated from their respective terrain pyramids are shown in Fig. 2. 
Snake energy estimation
A snake curve is defined within a 2D raster surface domain that moves under the influence of internal and external energy. In Step 3 of our road edge extraction algorithm, we estimate these energy terms before we initialise the snake in Step 4. We make novel use of the balloon and GVF models in our algorithm. We combine both the models such that the balloon external energy pushes the snake curve and the GVF external energy attracts the snake curve toward the object boundaries. The GVF external energy terms are computed as diffused energy field of the gradient vectors of the object boundaries from the raster surfaces (Xu et al., 1997) . To compute the GVF energy, the object boundaries are determined from the slope, reflectance and pulse width raster surfaces respectively through the consecutive use of hierarchical thresholding and Canny edge detection.
Hierarchical thresholding segments the input raster surfaces by thresholding a hierarchy of low to high resolution versions of each raster surface with a threshold, T parameter (Sonka et al., 2008) . This hierarchy is generated by blurring each input raster surface with a Gaussian filter which convolves each block in the raster surface with a kernel that consists of a matrix of numbers (Fisher et al., 2000) . A mask size, M, of the kernel describes M Â M matrix of numbers and a block represents M Â M group of cells in the raster surface. The value of each convolved block is obtained by multiplying each kernel element with its underlying raster cell value and then adding them together. An advantage of using the hierarchical thresholding approach is its ability to provide a better estimation of the object in the presence of noise. This makes a single threshold value more robust, which in turn, allows for the hierarchical threshold to be applicable to our automated algorithm. The mask size, M slope , M ref , M pw and threshold, T slope , T ref , T pw parameters that are applied to the slope, reflectance and pulse width raster surfaces in the hierarchical thresholding are selected empirically. Their values are fixed for all the road sections, which allows for the fully automatic application of hierarchical thresholding. An optimal selection of threshold parameters is important as they impact the final outcome of the algorithm. To demonstrate their importance, we applied a lower, optimal and higher value of T slope to the slope raster surface as 25, 50 and 125, shown in Fig. 3 . The use of a lower threshold value led to the estimation of object cells in between the possible road edges as shown in Fig. 3(a) . These object cells can create an obstruction for the snake curve to move towards the road edges. The use of its higher value removed the possible road edge object cells as shown in Fig. 3(c) . It can cause the snake curve to move beyond and falsely identifying the road edges. Thus, the use of optimal threshold value as in Fig. 3(b) , is essential for a proper estimation of object cells which impact the road edge extraction results. The hierarchical thresholding approach outputs raster surfaces with only two values, 255 for object cells and 0 for non-object cells. We input these surfaces into the Canny edge detection to determine object boundaries.
In the Canny edge detection approach, each raster surface is blurred by applying a Gaussian filter and then a Sobel operator is applied to determine gradients (Canny, 1986; Moeslund, 2008) . In the next step, local maximum values of the gradients are estimated by comparing the value of each cell with its neighbours along the gradient direction. The estimated local maximum gradient values are preserved and non-maximum values are removed from each raster surface. After this, upper threshold, T 1 and lower threshold, T 2 parameters are applied to each raster surface which provide an estimation of the object boundaries, f slope , f ref and f pw . We set T 1 = 250 and T 2 = 5 based on the output cell values obtained from the hierarchical thresholding. This makes our Canny edge detection fully automated and much more robust to noise. An example of the object boundaries, f slope , estimation from the slope raster surface through the consecutive use of hierarchical thresholding and Canny edge detection is shown in Fig. 4 .
After determining the object boundaries, f slope , f ref and f pw , from the slope, reflectance and pulse width raster surfaces, the GVF external energy terms are estimated by iteratively diffusing their gradient vector values. This iterative process is used to estimate the appropriate GVF energy terms required for attracting the snake curve towards the object boundaries. Finally, the balloon energy is included in the external energy by providing a weight to the normal unit vector of the snake curve points that helps push it outwards. Internal energy is provided to the snake curve by adjusting its elasticity and stiffness properties. The snake's energy function E snake can be described as
where E balloon is the balloon energy as mentioned in Eq. (6). E GVF(slope) , E GVF(ref) and E GVF(pw) are the GVF external energy terms estimated from the slope, reflectance and pulse width raster surfaces respectively in accordance with Eq. (7), while j 2 , j 3 and j 4 are their respective weight parameters. The weight parameters for the balloon and GVF energy terms are selected empirically after examining their several combinations and are fixed for all the road sections.
Snake curve initialisation
In Step 4 of our algorithm, we initialise the snake curve over a 2D raster surface using the navigation track of the mobile van along the road section. We choose a parametric ellipse for initialising the snake curve as shown in Fig. 5 .
The snake points, (x, y), are expressed in the form of parametric ellipse as xðtÞ ¼ x c þ a cosðdkÞ cosð/Þ À b sinðdkÞ sinð/Þ ð 10Þ
where dk is the parametric angle interval which is used to provide the m number of points in the snake curve from 0 to 2p radian, / is the angle between the X-axis and major axis of the ellipse and (x c , y c ) is the centre point of the ellipse. The semi-major axis of the snake ellipse, a, is computed as the difference between the middle and the first or last navigation points, described in Fig. 5(a) . The centre of the road is estimated based on the x angle in between the major axis and the line segment from the first or last navigation point, shown in Fig. 5(b) . This angle is selected empirically and fixed for the road sections with similar width. The semi-minor axis of the snake ellipse, b, is computed as a tan x. The / angle is calculated from the h, average heading angle of the mobile van along the road section under investigation, as described in Fig. 6 . The average heading angle is estimated as a mean of the mobile van's heading angle along the road section under investigation. If the value of h angle lies in between 0°and 90°angles or between 90°and 180°an-gles, then the / angle is estimated as 90°-h, as shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b). Similarly, the / angle can be estimated for other possible values of the h angle, shown in Fig. 6(c) and (d) . Thus, the estimation of / angle is completely automated in our algorithm. Considering the 10 m length of the input road section in the algorithm, the value of average heading would be stable with respect to the individual heading values and would not impact the efficiency of initialisation process. 
Final snake curve
In
Step 5 of our road edge extraction algorithm, the snake curve moves under the influence of the internal and external energy terms. During an iterative process it approaches the minimum energy state and converges to the road edges. Examples of the initial, iterative and final positions of the snake curve are shown in Fig. 7. 
Overlapping snake curves
In Step 6 of our algorithm, after each road section has been processed we extract the left and right road edges. We obtain overlapping snake curves by batch processing consecutive individual road sections as shown in Fig. 8 . We then find the intersection points in between the overlapping snake curve points using their parametric line equations. The intersection points with the highest and lowest Northing are then selected, as shown in blue circles in Fig. 8(a) and (b). In Fig. 8(a) and (b) , the non-road edge points in between the circled intersection points are removed clockwise in the first snake curve and anti-clockwise in the next snake curve resulting in one continuous snake for the complete road section as shown in Fig. 8(c) . This process verifies our selection of consecutive and overlapped road sections as an input in the algorithm.
3D road edges

In
Step 7 of our road edge extraction algorithm, we provide the third dimension to the extracted left and right road edge points. We provide the elevation value from the nearest LiDAR point to the road edge point. In the next section, we describe the approach for validating the extracted road edges.
Validation approach
We validate our automated road edge extraction results through their comparison with the manually digitised road edges. We create buffer zones around the manually digitised left and right edges, which are considered as ground truth in each road section and then the automated extracted left and right edges are labelled as inside or outside the buffer zone (Heipke et al., 1997; Zhou and Vosselman, 2012) . Examples of 0.1 and 0.3 m buffer width around the digitised edges are shown in Fig. 9 . The extracted road edges are evaluated by calculating the quality measures, completeness and correctness. The completeness is calculated as
where k is the number of extracted edge points inside the buffer zone, E is the length of extracted edge, r is the total number of ground truth or digitised edge points and GT is the length of ground truth edge. In some of our tested road sections, the length of extracted edge inside the buffer zone was more than the length of ground truth edge, which led to an inappropriate completeness measure of more than 1. This increased length was due to the jagged extraction of edge in those sections in comparison to their manual digitisation. We modified the Eq. (12) as
where p is the number of ground truth edge points corresponding to k, the extracted edge points inside the buffer zone and q is the number of ground truth edge points corresponding to (s À k), the extracted edge points outside the buffer zone with s being the total number of extracted edge points. These ground truth edge points are equated with the extracted edge points on the basis of their location while sidelining the jagged edge points which are unlikely to be in the real world environment. Eq. (13) can be modified as
which is used to calculate the completeness in our validation approach. The correctness is computed as 
In the next section, we present the experiments of our automated algorithm on different types of road sections.
Experimentation
We selected three sections of road to test our road edge extraction algorithm. These sections covered 150 m of rural, urban and national primary roads which consisted of three types of road edges. We selected these road sections to demonstrate the ability of our algorithm to extract distinct road edges without manual intervention. The processed data was acquired using the eXperimental Platform (XP-1) MMS, which has been designed and developed at NUIM (Kumar et al., 2011) .
The first 50 m section of rural road consisted of grass-soil edges, the second 50 m section of urban road consisted of kerb edges and the third 50 m section of national primary road consisted of grass-soil edges with shoulders as shown in Fig. 10 . To process each 50 m road section, we used n = 6 number of 30 Â 10 Â 5 m sections of LiDAR data and n = 6 number of 10 m section of navigation data.
We applied our road edge extraction algorithm to each road section with the empirically selected parameters as shown in Table 1 . The / angle used to initialise the snake curve was calculated as 90°-h in each navigation section of the road sections. The value of / angle in each navigation section of the rural, urban and national primary road sections are shown in Table 2 .
We did not provided highest weight to the reflectance GVF energy and the pulse width GVF energy. The reflectance values provided by the Riegl VQ-250 laser scanner are not accurately normalised, which leads to different values over the road surface. In most cases, the hierarchical thresholding applied to the reflectance raster surface failed to remove the road marking cells near the road edge points. These road marking cells create an obstruction for the snake curve to move towards the road edges. The orientation of top of the kerb edges relative to the vehicle is very similar to that of the road surface. This together with their similar surface composition results in the pulse width having similar values in these cases. This leads to pulse width being less important in urban regions.
In the rural and urban road sections, we used x = 20°while the wider national primary road section required an increase of x to 34°. The number of GVF iterations were 600 while the number of iterations used to converge the snake curve to the road edges were 40. We manually digitised the left and right edges from the 3D Li-DAR data in the rural road section while in the urban and national primary road sections, we asked different users to digitise the road edges. The reason for choosing different users was to remove any bias in the digitisation process of the road sections, as different users might have different perceptions when digitising 3D LiDAR data. The automated extracted 3D edges are represented in red while the manually digitised 3D edges are represented in blue in the rural, urban and national primary road sections in Figs. 11-13 respectively. In the next section, we validate the experimental results and discuss them.
Results and discussion
We validated our automated road edge extraction results by computing the completeness and correctness quality measures. The buffer width parameter has considerable effect over the evaluation process of the extracted road edges. To analyse this effect, we created the buffer zones of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 m width which ig. 11. The automated extracted 3D edges represented in red and the manually digitised 3D edges represented in blue in the 50 m rural road section. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
were selected empirically around the ground truth edges. The completeness and correctness values were calculated for the automated extracted road edges in each road section as shown in Tables 3-5. The quality measure values were found to be higher using the larger buffer width as the extracted edge points farther to the ground truth edge were accepted. The use of smaller buffer width provided lower values of quality measures as nearer extracted edge points were rejected.
Our automated algorithm was able to successfully extract the left and right road edges in all the three tested road sections. In the rural road section, the completeness and correctness values for the right edge using 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 m buffer width were greater than 97% as seen in Table 3 . The completeness and correctness values for the left edge using 0.3 and 0.5 m buffer width were greater than 90% while the values using 0.1 m buffer width were greater than 53%. The quality measure values obtained for the left edge were lower than for the right edge. The primary reason for this was the incorrect extension of the snake curve into the grass and soil area at some of the points along the left side. This was due to higher elevation difference between the grass and the soil area compared to lower elevation difference between the road surface and the soil. It can be overcome with the use of proper normalised values of intensity in the algorithm which will lead to the generation of a smoother reflectance raster surfaces. The intensity values depend upon the illuminated surface characteristics, the distance from the laser scanner to the illuminated surface and the incidence angle of the laser pulse (Kaasalainen et al., 2011) . The intensity values are required to be normalised with respect to these factors. This will allow us to assign a higher weight to the reflectance GVF energy in the algorithm. This will be useful in road sections consisting of grass-soil edges where elevation difference between the road surface and the grass-soil surface is negligible.
In the urban road section, our algorithm produced good results along the left edge as the completeness and correctness values for it were greater than 91% in all the cases of buffer width shown in Table 4 . The snake curve was also able to identify the drainage system along the left edge as shown in Fig. 14 . The right edge extraction results were not accurate as its quality measure values using 0.1 m buffer width were greater than 16% while the values using 0.5 m buffer zone were greater than 63%. This was due to the fact that the XP-1 system employs a single laser scanner during the data acquisition process, which leads to the acquisition of LiDAR data with a lower point density along the right side of the road section than along its left side (Cahalane et al., 2012) , as shown for the tested road sections in Table 6 . This lower point density along the right side of the road section leads to the generation of raster surfaces with noisy and weak cells along the right road edge. During the object boundaries estimation process in the urban road section, the threshold parameters removed these weak cells along the right road edge, which caused the snake curve to extend beyond them. Zhou and Vosselman, 2012 reported an average completeness and correctness values of 63% and 89% respectively using 0.5 m buffer width for the kerbstones extracted from mobile laser scanning data. In comparison, our algorithm extracted the kerb edges with the average completeness and correctness values of 81% and 82% respectively using 0.5 m buffer width. Present day terrestrial mobile laser scanning systems used in professional road surveys are generally equipped with more than one laser scanner. Their solution produces LiDAR data that has a more uniform point density along both sides of the road section. A double pass approach in which the vehicle is drived back and forth on the road can also be used to acquire uniform and dense point cloud along the road section. Our algorithm will provide an improved extraction of road edges using such LiDAR data.
In the national primary road section, the completeness and correctness values for the left edge and the completeness values for the right edge using 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 m buffer width were greater than 84% as seen in Table 5 . The correctness values obtained for the right edge were lower than for the left edge as the snake curve was not able to reach the right edge in one of the road section shown in Fig. 15(a) . This was due to lower point density along the right side of this road section which resulted in significant amount of noisy cells in between the road edge points in the slope raster surface generated from the LiDAR elevation attribute. The hierarchical thresholding applied to the slope raster surface was not able to remove the noisy cells. These noisy cells created an obstruction for the snake curve to move towards the right road edges. This noise can be overcome by providing an increased weight to the balloon energy with j 1 = 4 parameter. It provided an additional inflation energy to the snake curve to move towards the right road edge as shown in Fig. 15(b) . However, the increased balloon energy pushed the snake curve beyond the weak left edge points. An efficient use of the balloon energy weight parameter in the algorithm is required to be explored in order to provide proper inflation energy to the snake curve. In the next section, we conclude our research work presented in this paper.
Conclusions
We presented our algorithm in Section 4, based on the novel combination of GVF and balloon parametric active contour models, to extract road edges from the terrestrial mobile LiDAR data. Our algorithm was based on the assumption that the LiDAR elevation, reflectance and pulse width attributes can be used to distinguish the road surface from the grass-soil and the kerb edges. The successful extraction of these road edges from the multiple distinct tested road sections validates our automated algorithm. These findings and knowledge provide valuable insights as well as a prototype road edge extraction tool set, for both national road authorities and survey companies.
Through the consecutive use of hierarchical thresholding and Canny edge detection approaches, we made the threshold parameters estimation process more robust, which in turn facilitated integration with our automated road edge extraction algorithm. Our novel initialisation approach negated the limitation associated with the manual intervention generally required in the parametric active contour models. The internal and external energy parameters used in the algorithm were selected empirically, however they are required to be analysed experimentally in order to find their robustness. The road edge extraction results were validated by computing the quality measure values but they provide an aggregate evaluation of the extracted road edge points rather than evaluating individual road edge point. An appropriate selection of buffer width during the validation process is another issue. If the buffer width is large, false extractions will be incorrectly considered as road edges but if its value is small, correct extractions will be rejected. There is a need to develop an efficient and robust approach for qualitative validation of the extracted road edges.
